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@ The modern truck tank is better because which can be gained for your product by i 
its welded! Welding-—the jointless con- — jointless design-for-welding. | | 
struction—gives greater strength with less Linde engineers will gladly cooperate 
weight and bulk ... makes possible bigger with you in the design or redesign of your 
pay-loads. The welded tank is seamless, products for welding. The benefit of their 
smooth—inside and out—no rough spots broad experience is available from Linde 

\ for corrosion—no place for germs to lodge. Sales Offices located in thirty principal 
{ Welding has made many good products _ cities throughout the country and at 

better—truck tanks, refrigerators, radios, 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 
' streamlined locomotives, metal furniture. 7 e ae > The Linde Air Products Company 

and a thousand other things. You, too, Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 
may find it profitable to consider the ad- LINDE OXYGEN a UNION CARBIDE . | PREST-O-LITE DISSOLVED ACETYLENE vantages in both production and sales oxWELD WELDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES 
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ON THE Too often, engineers, “The question of questions learn how to lie, flatter, persuade, bribe, 
THRESHOLD like other people, refuse for mankind—the problem threaten, how to move heaven, earth, and 

| to grow up. As their which underlies all others purchasing departments in the pinches. 
| juvenile illusions vanish, they set up new gnd is more deeply interest- That is, we’ll learn it if we want to be- 

ones, steadfastly ignoring the very real ing than any other—is the come successful engineers. If we can’t, 
world into which they are supposedly pre-  gscertainment of the place we'll take up clerking. It’s a dirty, vile, 
paring to enter. Unfortunately for all phich Man occupies in na- bitter business, the work engineers do—as 
concerned, the fiction and the scenario tyre and of his relations to cruel and selfish as the methods their 
writers have set up as their stock engi- the Universe of things.” competing bosses always have and prob- 
neer, a big, lean, dynamic fellow who Taos Hewes ably always will use. Engineers are over- 
wears flannel shirts, boots, and whipcord worked, under-paid, and tossed aside 
with careless distinction—who has a delightfully vague when the job is done, with less consideration than that 
(but, oh, so important) connection with a conveniently given by the S.P.C.A. to aged horses. But it is a necessary 
spectacular bridge or tunnel being whacked together in work, a work that is the backbone of industrialism, the 
some remote and romantic corner of the globe. And, with very blood of the civilization that we know. 
visions of ourselves in similar situations, we fill out our All of us find this out eventually—most of us during 
salmon-colored cards each semester and coast along, quite that first tremendous year following graduation. There 
confident that life will begin at graduation. seems to be no remedy for it; our course is to brace our- 

What a violent awakening we are in for! We are going _ selves for it, swallow our illusions, taste a bit of skepticism, 
to discover many vital facts that and build up thick skins to meet 
were wisely left out of our texts. Honors a hostile world on its own terms. 
We'll find, in ten thousand draft- This is the month of honors. Men wor- When a man discovers this, his 
ing rooms, graduate engineers, thy of recognition have been placed on education is half accomplished. loaded with honor society keys, the rolls of every honor society from Tau 

Beta Pi down to Phi Eta Sigma. A num- 
glad Gf the bread and - butter ber of our men have received fellowships. HURRAH FOR Indeed, one 
money they can get as common One was awarded a prize in national com- THE ENGINEERS °F the most 
draftsmen. We'll find the typical petition! success. 
engineer to be a tired, toughened But, by far, the great majority of stu- ful St. Pat’s parades in the school 
man, old beyond his years, wear- dents have received no special indication history marched through Madi- 
a shiny blue serge suit—he’ll be of merit. No matter, though—for, honor son Saturday afternoon, April 4. 
up to his knees in mud, with a a or not, few men are truly edu- We can well be proud of that pa- 
measuring tape; or else sweating That man has had a liberal education rade. For one thing, to have a 
over costs sheets in a tin con- who has been so trained in youth that his band and 19 floats escorting St. 
struction shelter, sizzling under a body is the ready servant of his will, and Pat in the snow storm that raged 
summer sun. We will find that does with ease and pleasure all the work that afternoon—to show such 
he is responsible for everything, that, as a mechanism, it is capable of; spirit is, in itself, a thing of which 
credited for nothing; that he whose intellect is a clear, cold, logic en- to boast. draws less money than does a gine, with all its parts of equal strength, 

: : and in smooth working order; ready, like The set of floats was the clev- 
good union brick-layer; that his a steam engine, to be turned to any kind erest ever. And the shysters had : job is less secure than that of a of work, and spin the gossamers as well no complaint, for there was no 
common street-sweeper; that his as forge the anchors of the mind; whose float against the Law School! 
Civil Service exam rating counts mind is stored with a knowledge of the The dean d the facul h | 
far less than the cordial relations great and fundamental truths of Nature fans anc ine ae “Ys the . and of the laws of her operations; one students—everybody enjoyed the | 
with any ward boss of the party who, no stunted ascetic, is full of life and parade very much. 
that’s “in.” fire, but whose passions are trained to . , 

And we will learn a great many come to heel by a vigorous will, the serv- Again Polygon must be con- 
. . ant of a tender conscience; who has gratulated. This parade is an- 

other things not taught in school. learned to love all beauty, whether of h © thei lish: 
We will learn to crawl before su- Nature or of art, to hate all vileness, and OMe: OF thelr aecomplishtietits: 
perintendents, learn how to pass to respect others as himself.” We thank them as well as the 
on the buck that has been passed Until you can fit this description to city merchants who contributed 
to us, how to humor the boss and yourself, a million honor keys will be as prizes. Votes of thanks also go 
all his favorites, how to pack a nothing. The Billion to the Madison Police Force, and 
week’s work into a day. We will eee to the judges of the parade. 
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by the EDITOR 

URING the past two months, I, as well as many other “Yessir.” 

D senior pe have been men by oe aion “Fine. I will call you Wednesday morning at nine. 

tives from a host of concerns—such companies as Union . : 

Carbide Cason. Tage Air Products, New York General Good, luck: tov yar (very sincerely), Mr Arokin. Very 

Chemical, Proctor and Gamble, American Aluminum, Leeds glad to have made your acquaintance. Hope to see you 

and Northrup, Goodyear Rubber, Socony- °°" Goodbye.” 

__ Vacuum, General Electric, et al. Because “Thank you, sir—and I hope I see you soon, too. 

JES, _ many students have inquired as to the Goodbye.” 

Dz | nature of those interviews, I feel that a an 
aa series of short descriptions of some of (After a handshake more enthusiastic than the first, I 

oe 2 them would be not only interesting to leave him—he makes several notations on a pad, as I exit. 

Li # you, but also very helpful. Time of interview—20 minutes.) 

— A word about the mechanics of the in- 

terviews. Notices are posted on the bulletin boards, informing Phone rings Wednesday, 9 a. m. 

students that representatives from some company will be in a “Mr. Arokin? Mr. A m1 Mr. G 

certain room at some particular date. A time schedule is » Arokin’ es Winsiem.. MAE. SIneat 

arranged by the office girl, and interested students can sign up will see you in room 204 Thursday at 9:30 

for a convenient time. a.m. All right? Fine. Goodbye, and lots of 

The day, the hour, the moment arrives—and you stand ready luck, Mr. Arokin.” 

to open the door and walk in! 

(Fictitious names have been substituted for the companies “IT am Mr. Great—this is Mr. Small.” (Handshakes.) 

and their representatives.) “Very glad to k 5 
y glad to know you. 

“Come in, sit. How do you do—my name is Mr. Ans- “Our Mr. Anslem has spoken of you to me.” (We all sit 

lem.” (Very nattily dressed, has a nice smile, a deep voice, down. Mr. Great does all the talking—has a gruff voice. 

drips confidence, and has all the personality in the world). Mr. Small sits in silence—yesses Mr. Great occasionally. 

“I am from the Skataway Corporation, of which you have Both men are rather fleshy. Neither does any writing or 

undoubtedly heard a great deal. Name? Very pleased to note-taking—every so often, they look at each other seri- 

meet you (handshake—warm and vigorous), Mr. Arokin. ously.) “What is your grade-point average, Mr. Arokin? 

Won’t you sit down?” (Whereupon he places me in the Hmmmm—very good. Boy, that’s a lot better than we did 

seat behind the desk—the one in which I expected him when we were in school, hey, Small? (Both laugh heart- 

to sit during the interview—while he paces the floor or sits ily.) Now understand this, Mr. Arokin; you are here to 

on the desk top!) speak for yourself. All we'll ever know of you is what you 

“Yessir, thank you.” can tell us in 10 minutes—we don’t make it our practice 

% : . . . to be looking up information about all our applicants— 
‘Now let me give you a bit of information about our : «5p 

an : : . you’ve got to sell yourself to us. So go to it. 
organization, its products, its setup, the kind of work we 

have for you, etc., etc. (So on, for 10 minutes.) Just what (After which I do my dead level best to be frank, yet 

interests you most, Mr. Arokin?” not bragging—have you ever tried to do that? Before 10 

“Steam power plant work, technical journalism, and ‘minutes are half over, my memory goes blank—good 

internal combustion engines. But I’d be willing to try my gravy, did I ever do anything?) 

hand at most anything, sir.” “You have a very fine background and training, Mr. 

“That’s fine. By the way, do you have any interests out- Arokin. You ought to go a long way in the business 

side of engineering? Do you do something besides study world. (Starts lighting a cigar.) I’m sorry that we cannot 

all the time?” use you in any of our departments right now. Will you 

Yessir, I am in a number of outside activities, such take one of our application blanks and fill it out, though? 

as... 2 We'll keep you in mind. Thanks much for your time. 

“Good! Too often I find capable men who are in the Good day. Our wages?—We pay $110 a month at the 

‘engineering rut.’ Well, at present I do not see exactly . 

what you could do for us, but would you like to speak “Good day—and thank you.” (We shake hands—and 

with Mr. Great, our personnel manager, who will be in the interview is over in 15 minutes.) 

town next Thursday? You see, I do the preliminary inter- 

viewing, investigating, and arranging. Then I choose six “Come right in.” (And before me is seated a small, 

or seven men to be seen by Mr. Great. It saves his time gray-haired man, slumped in a chair behind a table. He 

and yours. That will be all right?” smiles amiably—-we shake hands and greet each other.) 

April, 1936 
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St down, Mr. Arokin?” (That, in a soft, pleasant voice.) “How do you do.” (Smiles and handshakes.) 
And now answer a few questions?” (He is taking my “If you'll be seated, we'd like to tell you something of 

name, address, phone number, city, age, and course on a__ the corporation we represent. Our company has 50 sub- 
large pad already half full of very tiny writing. The writ- sidiaries, having grown from the small place you see in 
ing is so small that I can’t see how he himself will ever be this picture to the large outfit you see there in the short 
able to read it. I notice that some of the names have a_ time of .. .” (And so on—during which time I am in- 
starlike pencil mark next to them. He leans back in the formed of their locations, hazards, type of industry, prod- 
chair, slumps even farther down, squints his eyes—smiles.) ucts manufactured, laws, and the starting salary of $125 
“We pay you $110 a month. Now, Mr. Arokin, talk!” per month. All during this time, I am kept from saying 

(What in the world? Mannie-o-man! Gulp! —So I anything. Mr. Stone engages my attention constantly, 
talk! I don’t know about what, but I make the biggest while Mr. Rock sits at one corner of the table, sayig 
effort of my life. Ten minutes later I am on my way out. nothing, but watching me and taking down notes all the 
Whew!) time. They have already visited 11 universities. They are 

“We'll see the four of you at once. This is Mr. Pole— looking tenes sel} eal rons ware recone 2 iy 
Iam Mr. Lodge.” (Mr. Pole is a very well dressed, neat Baseicitlar locality Mat Wat with ng geen ee 
individual—he says very little during the course of the —— Placed anaes big chy i the (Wintted ‘Staies 
interview, but sits quietly and attentively. Lodge is a small, el “a Qe Wen nave no detinite wage scale —we watch you 
hardboiled fellow — square-jawed, and red-faced. He osely and pay you bghet Wages: as you advancedin: our 
stands in one corner of the room, cigarette in hand, lean- companys “We Start you in Hite iamteney suse you orale fag wuainge the wall, Hes “bean aeound.”) “Me. Pole to out production department. How does that sound to 

will take your names. If you want, you fellows can sit Sy di ; 
down. Do you like Chinese people? I suppose I might as nl nhs g MCs Bat se tee youve notcasked me 
well tell you all about this game at the start. You're ap- Kris SDOUE thy SHitdies, cectivition, vox grades. How is 
plying for a he-man’s job. You will be working in the 48 ha.” . on 
least civilized parts of South China, Sumatra, India, or. f es a. (Then, seriously.) We can always get that 
South Africa, after taking a three months’ course in New 7 otmation, .Arthe Present time we just want you to feel 
York City. Your whole life is to be devoted to this work ad and red to talk seiety us Ate You:much of sone: for 
—you’ll be the only white man in the district—you’ll have ee oe subjegta interest you mesa bist Yee 
to learn the language and the ways of the people. We'll ies ‘ — a Sele concern oe its products before? 
give you a salary of $250 a month. Every four years, you ihiak i Yovet - ° the NRA? OF Rassevel Da pou 
get a six months’ leave with expenses and salary. Any . Sete en 2 ESE Ge? Whak: gives 
questions? No, we make no contract. If you decide to you most — n mi quit, we'll pay your way back to the States_we'd never (On and on like this for 40 minutes. Both men finally 

leave a man stranded in those parts of the world. Of beck, anil bid) tne goodbyes, with hearty wishes for best 
course, you must remember there is no competitive system ss d wh : 
of business in those countries, so any experience gained re. % “A val aoe beac T am chosen or not?” 
there would be of no value to you in this country. Any we've decided upon you, we'll send word within the 
more questions? Well, if you’re interested, fill out one of next two weeks or so. Thank you much, and goodbye.” 
our blanks—if not, please tell those fellows in the hall 

we’re ready for them. Goodbye.” (All over in less than i ae hecketel] They've = im ERGEY Geet dk 10 minutes.) our! And there are five of us still to go. They’ll never 
finish interviewing by 9 p. m.—it’s past 6 now! Hot dog! 

“Ah—early, eh? Fine. I’m so rushed with these inter- —they’re coming out!” | 
views that I’m glad to have a chance to take my time dur- “Sorry to have kept you fellows waiting. Better have ing one of them now and then. My name’s Green. How’- all of you in at one time.” (After which follows introduc- do.” tions—we meet Mr. Hevy and Mr. Lite. We sit. Our 
“Mine’s Arokin.” (Handshake) “Hello. Golly, you must 2S are put down on a sheet of paper by Mr. Hevy. He see: a.good.:many: students. Howmianiy.s0 fae?" is a tall, well-set man. He does all the talking about their 
“Lots of ’em—this is my 28th school this trip. And I’m company. Mr. Lite is a small, bespectacled man. He trying to hire 20 men. Some job. Say, those glasses of thinks his parts—says little. Finally Mr. Hevy rises, offers 

yours are pretty strong, aren’t they? Ummm, yes—guess US cigarettes, lights one for himself, and leans against the 
Til have <0 disappoint you, Mr. Arokin.. Que state laws window sill, while he toys with the string on the window 

forbid us to employ men wearing glasses. I’m very sorry, shades He must be a psychologist, I think.) but you see there’s nothing I can do about it.” ‘Can you do problems in mechanics, thermodynamics, 
(Well, that interview was over in 5 minutes.) calculus, electrical engineering, etc.?, Good—now we'll all 

be talking the same language.” (Singling out one of us.) 
(Upon entering I find two men, well dressed, smiling.) “What kinds of pumps are there? What is the first law 
“And you are Mr. Arokin, I believe. Iam Mr. Stone— of thermodynamics? Why? What is the second law? Is 

my associate is Mr. Rock. Pleased to meetcha.” there a third law? State Bernoulli’s Theorem. What does 
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it mean? Are you sure? Give me an “What salary do you offer, and when will we know if 

fa illustration. You’re positive? Cer- we've been lucky or not?” 

& IU, tain? Does anyone disagree? Well, “We are starting our men out at $125 a month—that is, 

x now lookee here—how can you say if they have only a Bachelor’s Degree. If we’ve accepted 

Be that? You know better than that, you, we'll inform you in ten days. Goodnight and thank 

i don’t you? Well, then why did you you.” 

RE Ms make such a_ statement before? “Goodnight. Whew!” 

- Enough of that. Here, you, draw me 

the curves for a centrifugal pump. How would you go 

about rating a pump that had no name plate? What is And so the seniors go on. One company even gave us an 

power factor? Supposing we had zero head on a centrifu- intelligence exam. Another wanted a man who could design 

gal pump, how great would be the discharge? Why? Did a good looking streamlined washing machine. And one com- 

you ever study history? Would you be willing to work pany would have us start work in their shipping yards at New 

anywhere for your company? Why not? Even if you York City for $80 a month! 

loved your work? How much work does high pressure But keep a stiff upper lip, boys. There'll be more inter- 

air do when it leaks through a cracked valve? Prove it! oe during the next several weeks. And, fo you who will be 
You're positive? Everybody agree? That'll be all, gentle: ania nent year, I hope the above account has elerarmated 

a bit of the mystery of the interview, so you'll not be green 
men.” as a new Irish Flag after a rain. Good luck! 

Dust In Industry- 
e 

-lts Effects, Control, and Disposal 
by WALTER LIEDKE, ch’39 

Under the N.Y.A., the author was assigned this subject as a library study together with a report thereon. 

This paper is a summary of that report. 

HE deleterious effect of dust upon workers was _ ity, chemical behavior, temperature, concentration in air, 

"Ticsows by the ancient Greeks; the application of method of generation, and total volume of the dust must 

measures to mitigate or remove the evil is, however, be known and considered in the plans. 

an accomplishment of modern times. Poisoning, external The concentration of the dust in air is an especially im- 

irritation, and pneumoconiosis have been traced to dust portant and interesting phase in these determinations. 

absorbed through the skin or inhaled into lungs. Silico. There are various types of dust counters on the market, ; 

sis, the worst and most common form of pneumoconiosis, but the Greenburg-Smith Impinger has proved satisfac- 

is due to inhalation of sharp silica dust, forming a fibrosis tory in most cases. The dust and air are drawn into a 

of the lungs. glass tube and made to impinge at a high velocity on the 

Besides being humane in protecting the worker, numer- flat bottom of a flask containing water. A unit volume of 

ous benefits are obtained by preventing and removing water is then put under a microscope, and the particles of 

dust. It is a logical assumption that a healthy worker has dust are thus easily counted. By simple mathematics the 

greater efficiency than one who is diseased. A workman number of dust particles per unit volume of air can be 

who becomes diseased may lose his job, which means a readily determined. 

new man must be “broken in” at some loss to the manu- Medical supervision and the education of employees 

facturer. concerning dust is necessary for intelligent dust control. 

Dust which settles in the neighborhood of a plant often Effective dust control can be aided by common sense meas- | 

leads to litigation, as for example that of the fruit grow- ures, such as sweeping floors with moist sawdust after | 

ers against the cement producers on the Pacific Coast. working hours, substituting wet for dry processes, using | 

Dust which settles in the factory has a tendency to get harmless materials for deadly ones, and segregating dusty 

into machinery and cause excessive wear. In many indus- processes. Where the concentration of the dust in air is 

tries dust which has been recovered from the air is of comparatively light, mechanical ventilation will remove 

some appreciable value. If much dust is suspended in the much of the suspended material. 

air, as in grain elevators, there is great danger of a destruc- One of the best methods of controlling dust at its 

tive explosion. source is the localized exhaust system, chiefly used in | 

What is dust? It may be defined as finely divided grinding operations. The application of basic scientific 

material which has been thrown into the atmosphere by principles governing air flow, frictional resistance, velocity 

such operations as grinding, crushing and polishing. Be- pressure, and horsepower is necessary in building an ex- 

fore a dust removing device is installed, everything con- haust system. The essential features of an exhaust system 

cerning the dust and the local conditions must be known consist of a fan, a pipe main, branches of the pipe, and 

and very carefully studied. The size, shape, specific grav- hoods. The fan must be sufficiently large to produce the 
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required velocity and pressure. The velocity of the air in the dust to settle. This type of separator, however, is los- 
the pipe depends upon the weight of the dust, volume of ing favor due to the large amount of space necessary, the 
the pipe lines, and frictional losses. The best type of fan low efficiency, and high initial cost. In many cases, cloth 
for this purpose has been found to be the low-speed, low- screens mounted on metal frames or sewed in the shape of 
powered type. For most dusts a velocity of from 2500 to bags may be used to filter the dust from the air. Periodi- 
5000 feet per minute is sufficient. The pipe main at any cally, the air flow is stopped and the filters are shaken or 
point should have a cross-sectional area of 20 to 25 per struck by mechanical means. This separator can be made 
cent in excess of the sum of the cross-sectional areas of to operate at an efficiency up to 98 per cent, the tempera- 
the branches between the given point and the dead end. ture of the dust ladened air must be noted to prevent the 
The pipe main decreases proportionately in diameter as it filter from burning. Spray devices have been used with 
departs from the fan so that pressure or suction will be some success to make dust separations. This separator has 
kept nearly constant throughout the system. All piping many variations; in each spray separator the basic opera- 
should be as short and direct as possible with no leaks, tion is to bring down the dust by a fine spray or a thin cur- 
since leakage means a loss in power. The main and the tain of water. The efficiency of this separator is high, and 
branches are made of sheet metal—the gage depending where water is cheap the maintenance cost is low. 

ao the diameter of the Pipe. Branch lines should enter In the cement and sulphuric acid industries the Cottrell 
the main from the top or sides and form an angle smaller Electrical Precipitation Process has proved most useful to 
than 45° with the main pipe so as not to oppose the flow. remove dust and fumes. The dust ladened air is passed Blast or shut off gates should be conveniently located in between two electrodes oppositely charged. The dust par- 

each branch, = that by shutting off the branch toa ma ticles are charged and migrate to the collecting electrode. 
chine not in operation Power’ 3s saved.. ‘The entire system The discharge electrode is usually a wire hung in the axis 
should be cleaned periodically to lessen friction. The of a pipe; this electrode has a small cross sectional area hoods are made of heavy sheet metal so designed that ‘ : 

. : , Z r i to allow the charge to easily leave its surface. The collect- 

particles flying off the machine will go directly into the ing electrode is the pipe through which the wire discharge throat of the hood. . 
electrode is hung. The collector should present as large a 

To construct an exhaust system which will perform sat- surface as possible to catch all the oppositely charged dust 
isfactorily requires a high degree of engineering skill. particles. A direct current of high potential (15,000 to 75,- 
Many other details must be worked out and accounted for. 000 volts) produces a corona discharge toward the nega- 

Dust which has settled upon the floor or walls of the fac- tive or collecting electrode. The current is shut off, and a 
tory may be removed by a periodical vacuum sweeping. mechanical hammer strikes the collecting electrode and 
Where it is impossible or impractical to use an exhaust knocks the dust off. In most cases, there are about twenty 
system, workers must be required to wear masks or hel- of these discharge and collecting electrodes. The follow- 
mets. An ideal mask must: (1) filter all dust particles; ing advantages are claimed by this system: separation may 
(2) not be cumbersome or uncomfortable; (3) have a go on at high temperatures (up to 1000°F.), a high de- 
tight fit to the face of the wearer; and (4) have a low gree of efficiency can be obtained, the maintenance cost is 
resistance to air flow so as not to impose an extra effort in low, and construction in units allows continuous operation 
breathing. Unfortunately no mask has yet been designed during breakdowns. 
to perform ideally. A helmet fitting over the entire head A combination of any of the above separators may be 

with mechanically supplied air is used by sandblasters in and often is effected under varying circumstances. A cen- 
the foundry. trifugal separator to remove coarse dusts followed by a 

Obviously the dust from the exhaust or vacuum system cloth screen filter to remove fine dusts is a popular com 
must be disposed of in some manner. To accomplish sepa- bination. There also are many Variations in the equipment 
ration of dust from air, various types of dust collectors itself to meet varying conditions. Experimenting with ‘ i : : models often pays handsomely in final results. are available, the choice again depending upon the local 
conditions and upon the properties of the dust. The cen- What are desirable features of collecting and separating 

trifugal separator finds its chief use in separating coarse equipment? First, the dust concentration in air must be ‘ 
dusts. The dust ladened air enters the cylindrical metal reduced to a safe level. The equipment should be simple 
separator tangentially to the side of the cylinder. By cen- and rugged in construction so that no special skill is neces- 

trifugal force the particles of dust are thrown against the Saty for upkeep and operation. Compactness and. flexibil- 
sides and then drop to the bottom of the separator. This ity of equipment are very desirable features, and by flexi- 
type of separator with its many variations is simple, com- bility is meant the ability to operate under varying condi- 
pact, and rugged in construction. The initial cost is low, tions. Equipment in units permits continuous operation 
and it can be made to operate at an efficiency up to 80 per during breakdowns or cleanouts. 
cent. The action of gravity upon dust particles is made Dust removal in many states is compulsory, and specifi- 
use of in the settling chamber. The dust ladened air from cations for exhaust systems are given by law. No industry 
the exhauster is conducted into a large chamber where the can hope to be successful if it demands an undue strain 
velocity of the dust and air is greatly reduced, allowing upon the health of its workmen. 
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THE FROSH IN THE LIMELIGHT a & ig 
vad 

Someone ought to take Herb Sanford in hand and tell before a student body. It is ever a problem to determine 

him a few facts of life. The other day he was heard ask- what should be taught to bring about a well-rounded 

ing someone if Lathrop Hall was private “or something,” course in the four years you are attending the university. 

because “I walked through there one day and the girls Subjects in pure science must be stressed and many sub- 

looked at me so queerly.” And he is a member of the jects that might be taken are omitted because of the lack 

exclusive fraternity that has been organized by some of of time to present them. It is natural, therefore, that engi- 

the freshmen! Incidentally, why couldn’t the members neering students often fail to appreciate the importance of 

tell the name of their fraternity to the chem instructor subjects not taught, or given a secondary place in the cur- 

they accepted. riculum. Some of these I wish to bring to your attention 

Tt would take an engineer to think up the one some fel- iar we of the bearing they will have upon your work in 

lows pulled in Math class the other day. The teacher the sueure. ; ; 

picked up a piece of chalk and tried to write. Much to Do you know that in a great many instances, business 

his surprise, it wouldn’t make a mark. But then, who men, not technically educated, as well as engineers, have 

would expect a stick of wood painted white to write? One the province of choosing enginers for employment? Do 

of you bright boys ought to try the trick on’ “Louie,” you appreciate that in such instances these business men 

and engineers give weighty consideration to qualifications 

Ten and six-tenths per cent of the which are not purely engineering? Do you know that per- 

freshman engineers made Phi Eta > sonality, appearance, judgment, ability to get along with 

Sigma this semester. That’s over 30 — and handle men are deemed important qualifications? Do 

per cent of the total membership of you know that the ability to properly and clearly express 

that fraternity. It’s a record to be | yourself in speech and writings will have a decided. bear- 

proud of. ing upon your success as a well-qualified engineer? Speak- 

Mary Anderson, the last girl surviving in our class, ing frankly, it is my opinion that the fullest measure of 

absolutely refuses to be quoted on anything. Can’t you professional reputation and success comes only to the en- 

fellows bring in something about Mary? We are sure that gineer that Possesses these qualities. Do everything in 

dent in the fender of her car must have a story behind it. your power fo cultivate them whatever your chosen spe- 
cialty in engineering may be. Their value cannot possibly 

And here is a little bit of advice for the freshmen by be overestimated. 

the City Engineer of Milwaukee: Would that I could relate to you some of the problems 

March 9th, 1936. and experiences that I have encountered during my pro- 

TO THE FRESHMEN ENGINEERS: fessional career, and I may state that they have been inter- 

In addressing this letter to the “Freshman Engineers” esting and at times difficult, but such a relation could not 

upon the occasion of the celebration of the Fortieth Anni- possibly apply to every individual. Such problems and 

versary of “The Wisconsin Engineer,” I clearly recall the experiences will naturally be encountered by some of you 

day I entered the University of Wisconsin nearly thirty as engineers later, but you should not be greatly con- 

years ago. cerned at this time with the experiences and problems you 

You are now, as first year men, entering upon what will may encounter in later life. If you have laid your founda- 

be the most important four years of your engineering edu- tion well, there is no question but that you will success- 

cation and probably also the most enjoyable years of your fully meet any situation that arises. 

life. The full realization of this fact, unfortunately, will Many analyses have been attempted in trying to estab- 

not come to you until many years after graduation. You lish the future of the professional engineer. Whatever 

are now laying the foundation for your professional career may have been the result of these, I believe there will al- 

—a foundation that must be laid well. To that end, make ways be room in this world for the well-qualified engineer. 

the most of every opportunity, and especially apply your- Do not be satisfied with the feeling that you will be a good 

self to your early studies in engineering to such an extent engineer, but strive with every effort to place yourself in 

that you may master them. In so doing, you are laying a the class of the better engineer and there will be no ques- 

better foundation and at the same time making the re- tion about your future. 

maining years of your engineering education and career In closing allow me to wish you well and success in 

easier. your chosen career. 

You will learn that the faculty of an engineering school —J. P. Schwada 

has an unlimited amount of scientific material to place Class of 1911. 
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C AMPUS__ 

ROTC ENGINEER UNIT cer has been on duty at the univer- A. I. E. E. COMMEMORATES ESTABLISHED sity since February 20 to handle the ESTABLISHMENT OF AL.- 
. details preliminary to the organiza- TERNATING CURRENT As requested by the university, . , : sf . : : . tion of the unit. Another engineer A joint meeting of the Madison the War Department will establish : . : . 2 . . officer and an engineer non-com- section and the university student an Engineer ROTC unit here be- ao . : _ missioned officer are expected to be branch of the A.I.E.E. in com- ginning next fall. It was thought . 3 . ‘ : ‘ detailed to the unit next summer. memoration of the 50th anniversary that the work offered by this unit . . : : of the establishment of alternating would be more attractive to engi- . . ‘ Ss current systems in America was held neering students than that offered . : 

by the Infantry or Signal Corps DRAWING CONTEST in the Old Madison room of the Y 7 Memorial Union March 25. After rses. ‘ s Fi : Solrses The Wisconsin Engineer Drawing dinner, the Alpha Chi Omega girls’ Any physically able male student Contest, sponsored by Alpha Tau quartette, winners in the recent who is a citizen of the United States Sigma, national honorary engineer- “Wiskits,” rendered a group of may enroll in the basic engineer ing journalism fraternity, is in full songs. 
course. However, only students who swing. According to the latest re- Robert Oetting acted as toastmas- are pursuing a course leading to a ports it promises to have more en- ter, and Harry Wilson, e’36, pre- degree from the College of Engi- tries than the other two contests sented a paper on the technical de- neering are eligible to enroll in the sponsored by the Engineer put to- velopment of alternating current in advanced engineer course. For this gether. this country as pioneered by George reason, it is expected that practical- The prizes will be: Westinghouse and Westinghouse ly all engineer cadets will be from ss Sum Hedsion c engineers. Following this, Joseph : ‘ A irst—t jantam Camera, . : the College of Engineering. While "dsneRed, by “Photocrafe, 305 ‘Stan Rice, e’36, read a paper on the social electrical engineers are eligible for Street. and economic aspects of the devel- the Engineer unit, it is expected that Second—One Automatic Pencil, do- opment of alternating current, and they will enroll in the Signal Corps nated by Rider’s Pen Shop, 605 Theron Brown, e’23, distribution su- 
because their work coincides more State Street. : : ty with dhae fe Third—$1.50 in trade at the Neth- perintendent of the Madison Gas nearly with that branch. erwood Printing Company, 519 and Electric Company, gave a very The engineer courses for sopho- State Street. interesting talk on the problems and mores and juniors will be so ar- To those who are competing: Re- troubles attendant with the growth ranged for the year 1936-37 that member, your drawing must be into of Madison’s alternating current > students who have completed one or the Drawing Department by 3:30, system. 
two years of the basic course with April 29 After the regular meeting, the other arms may transfer to the en- 

students remained to discuss the . . ‘ : To those who have delayed enter- 0 ; : gineers without losing credits or . . : nomination of an electrical candi- . . ing: You still have time to complete ni de foregoing completion of any of the . date for St. Pat, and the building of : omens your drawing subjects required for an officer’s if you start a float for the parade. commission in the Engineer Reserve. y L THING “THE SY 
Due to the wide divergence between now ... there SEEEAR cers | ie ddbcieed ren cbiects of the the whole \ Here ~A% FINAL RESEARCH a urse sul - ee the advanced’ co ; ‘ spring va- RE z CONFERENCE Engineers and other branches, it . : 5 cation before The last research conference of will not be possible for students who . ‘ the time the the present school year will be held have completed one year of the ad- fA : . : contest closes. LAH A Tuesday evening, May 5. Any one vanced course with another unit to fo * gy . . : “ot transfer To every- —_ interested is cordially invited to at- | . ; one: Don’t forget that one of the tend. The program will include The engineer course will carry the drawings submitted for the Engi- papers on “The Operation of an same number of credits as the in- neer contest will be selected and en- Experimental Converter,” by Philip fantry and signal corps courses, and tered in the National Drawing Com- McCaffery; “The Drying of Granu- will have the same number of hours petition sponsored by the drawing lar Solids,” by Norman H. Cea- of work. It is anticipated that the division of the Society for Promo- glske; and “The Relation Between unit may, by the school year 1937- tion of Engineering Education with the Helix Angle and the Efficiency 38, reach a strength of 250. the possibility of receiving national of Worm Gearing,” by Thomas P. One regular army engineer offi- recognition for the drawing. Colbert. 
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ENGINEERS JOIN PHI ENGINEER MADE CADET Members of Eta Kappa Nu, sec- 

ETA SIGMA COLONEL tions of the American Institute of 

Wednesday, April 15, 107 fresh- Engineers received their portion Electrical Engineers, and heads of 

man men, including 36 engineers, of the appointments as cadet offi- electrical engineering departments 

will be initiated into Phi Eta Sigma, cers of the ROTC this year. Some of American colleges and universi- 

national fresh- _ of the engineers selected and their ties are eligible to propose candi- 

mown hearer (ees) positions are: dates for this distinction. Nominees 

ary fraternity. ao Cadet Colonel: Preston W. must have been graduated from a 

To be eligi- vg ) Simms, e’37. regular four year course in electri- 

ble for Phi Eta | - Ce , Cadet Lieutenant Colonel: Eldon cal engineering not more than 10 

Sigma, the stu- ¥ aff C. Wagner, c’36. years on April 1, nor be more than 

dent must make ‘i Cadet Major: James J. Cadwell, 35 years of age. The men selected 

a¢ leawe 2 25 - m'36, in 1936 will head what is contem- 

grade point average during the first Cadet Captains: Chester C. Busch, plated will become an envied list of 

semester or during the whole fresh- 37; Arthur B. Gurda, 36; Wil- Outstanding Young American Elec- 

man year. Engineers hold a wide liam M. Senske, ¢’36; Frank H. trical Engineers. 

margin over other freshmen in the Stone, c’36; Ralph H. Vogel, ’36. Ress 

university in numbers eligible for ‘ . 

Phi Eta Sigma. Last year, 10.4 per GOOD WORK, BUXTON 

cent of the freshman engineers THREE WIN FELLOWSHIPS E. Brewster Buxton, senior me- 

joined, while only 5.5 per cent of The engineering faculty, on chanical, was awarded second prize 

the rest of the freshmen in the uni- March 23, voted fellowships for the in the seventh annual W. E. Boeing 

versity fulfilled the requirements. year 1936-37 to the following men: aeronautical scholarships contest. 

Again this year, 10.6 per cent of the Alvin O. Lund, 34, fellowship in Competition in the contest was lim- 

freshman engineers were eligible as electrical euginentihas Joachim ited to undergraduates in regular 

compared with 6.1 per cent of the Liebmann, senior civil, fellowship in attendance in a college, university or 

rest of the freshmen. iechanice? John B! "Thomas;:senior junior college in the United States 

At the initiation banquet, the mechanical, fellowship in mechani- or Canada; and each contest entry 
principal speaker will be President al engineering: consisted of a technical or non-tech- 

Glenn Frank. The initiation ar- nical treatise on some subject con- 

rangements and banquet plans are — nected with the field of aeronautics. 

being taken care of by the present RECOGNITION FOR YOUNG Buxton wrote on “The Air Mass 

officers—who were elected last year, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS Method of Weather Prediction.” 

all of whom happen to be engineers : . As his award, Buxton will receive 
‘ The hononary electrical engineer- hi ‘ . 

—Henry K. Voigt, Carl P. Walter, tag sackeey, Hn Kansas Ni, leas dese the Boeing amateur pilot course 

Robert H. Berg and Richard J. Lohr. Y> PP: 3 mas JUS plus his choice of the Boeing air- 
, 4ORF announced a plan of recognizing li hnici : 

Those engineers who will be initi- : * i ine technician course, the Boeing 
outstanding young electrical engi- : ‘ : 

ated Wednesday are: Edmund H. ror Wencricosi — operations course, or the Boeing air- 
neers for “meritorious service in the ii — | 

Albrecht, George R. Amery, Fred : ‘ ” ine mechanic course. 
‘ > interests of their fellowmen.” The 

F. Bartolowitz, Edward E. Bauer, bi : : : eee | 
2 achievements which will be consid- > 

Melvin N. Bondehagen, Leo E. ered in making the selections are 
Brodzeller, Thomas K. Christian- ge ‘ THESE ENGINEERS! ... TSK! 

very broad, giving considerable TSK! 

son, Allan H. Eron, Karl E. Fors- weight to the recommendations of _ KI 

gren, Leo J. Fuchs, John M. Grind. the Committee on Professional Alfred W. Johnson, freshman 

rod, Richard L. Hamacheck, John Training of the Engi ie il civil, has had an N.Y.A. job all 

E. Heuser, Conrad H. Hoeppner, bon Crakcadem ‘ We dene oa winter over in the Extension build- 

William E. Hood, John J. Huppler, aa See cade ing, protected from # 
. on . candidate’s career will be studied wpeaiin 

Anniset A. Jankus, William J. Kom- ander three headings: winter’s icy blasts 

mers, Harvey W. Kutchera, Walter . P , by a nice, warm of- 

A. Liedke, Richard W. Metter, Mar- (a) tS e his chosen fice and with a Se a 

: ork. ~s a 

shall P. Neipert, Raymond E. Novy, (b) What he has done for his bu nch of pretty 

James G. O’Leary, Robert J. Par- community, state or nation. girls to keep him company. Now 

ent, John S. Rezba, Robert C. Ring, (c) How he has shown his cultur- that spring is here he has been bit- | 

Herbert B. Sanford, Roger E. Schu- al development: ten by the bug that brings about 

ette, Glen A. Thompson, William L. As far as practicable the young spring fever... and has requested 

Thorkelson, Arnold W. Voss, Stan- engineers’ accomplishments of what- a transfer to the surveying depart- 

ley F. Wadell, Robert G. Webb, ever kind will be examined for an ment so that he can get aut in the 

John W. Weseloh, and Hugh W. application of basic engineering wide open spaces with one of the 

Wright. methods. N. Y.A. field parties. 
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Chemicals . HEXDA, EHTARLES W., 33, has been SPECHT, WILTON K., ’33, has been 
BAMBAS, LOUIS, °32, will obtain his ome i: me research work in metal- working in the heat-treat department of 

Ph.D. this summer at Pittsburgh. He —— gin®! “nd Seoleay at Stanford Univer. the Case Tractor Works at Racine, Wis. 
has been a research fellow in chemistry G consi. 
and bacteriology at the Institute of Pa- YUNDT, E. R., °27, was recently pro- >a< 
thology, West Pennsylvania Hospital moted to assistant superintendent of blast : 
Pittsburgh. , furnaces five and ten of the Carnegie Mechanicals 

? : inois Steel Corporation of South Chi BAN , BERRY, GRAFTON, °34, has a posi: inois P of South Chi- KS, CHARLES T., °36, has ac- 
tion with the International Printing Ink Miwo igi WECKMUELLER, cepted a Position as an assistant engineer 

Couporation 6f Chicago. J., 32, was also promoted. He with Kimberly-Clark Company at Nee- 
RIDE. RHGK, ho -desleivel . now occupies the: Position of blast fur- nah, Wisconsin. 

: a , holds the position nace practiceman th 
of a chemist with the Morton Salt Com- BE ne SamEECOMPaNY: _CLINE, JEROME F., °35, formerly 
pany of Manistee, Michigan. with the amoanks Morse Company, is 

HAN: > . Ch RS oo re now employed as a junior engineer at 
1A SEN, RALPH, 732, writes that Nii Se ad Fay, Se Mes Se fe the Jeffery Manufacturing Company of 

he is holding down a strenuous job in OR Pel te aS cate eee Columbus, Ohi pany the Container Corporation’s paper board We ge echo rr Vai: boa 
mill and is very elated over the fact that dics Wr ea eR re lel oe GN! ,, MCMAHON, WILLIAM RUSSELL, 
he is oH aRelE-suBpoRtAS baste Sel Ph ee bac ean 35, coltesbonds that he is a junior engi- 

KE > CN CURED R aE etre Woks crst Pages neer at the Modine Manufacturing Com- 
EHL, a at- Rea a ee RINE et et Res * : 

tending heiggh weve Bh oe Nee ey pany of Racine, Wisconsin. 
Jersey Zine Company fellowship. This SON ERE Os es OTIS, CHARLES K., °33, who was 
fellowshi: is fortwo. years, endingtinvan SAE Rhee La awh formerly a camp superintendent in the 
MS. decree, At ithe ptesene time: he’ ig ow es ech. ky Ee Soil Conservation Service, is now teach- 

doitig research work on thé fatigue of aN \ A ae ee hear oe Kansas State College of Man- 
steel. ig eee Ngee attan, Kansas. Le poet oem Las gps we Nam > - 

LEA, WILLIAM, 31, has been work- eel | & a a ea PFANKU, HARLAN, °36, writes that 
ing for the Du Pont’s Repauno Works lp er ee | ae AN Ay dK he is employed as a design engineer at ae Gibbstown, New Jersey, as a chemist i ae, | ee 9 By ne = the Cleveland plant of the American 

in the powder laborarory,, although for He ae ia aa Roe Aluminum: Company: 
several months he has done the grave- TE Bg radi re as A _ SICKERT, GENE D., ’36, is engaged 
aed shite a0 a vight’sapervigor: HI i n 1 pe Gi q i ; in engineering development and design 

MAX, ABRAHAM, 34, is here at the he P Wd “ rl rm i in the manufacture of heating units at 

WAivenity WORIIAB We IA Weseatch, aeeise: ages an Hl \ Ng ES Poa the Perfex Corporation of Milwaukee. 
ant, He is working wader Dr. Watts on He (| Pie ee a Ol mi _ SMITH, RONALD R., 728, is now 
corrosion: a th ee , situated as a design engineer at the Beloit 

Sree Se ea 
OSTRANDER, RONALD, °35, who is Pe Fay accede Tron Weeks: 

with the Proctor and Gamble Compan: LA TRASKELL, TONY R., '36, is_em- pany ge GOR eee AEs, ene eee é iy 
of Ivecydale; Ohio) works in che cexeile eo See ployed by the Douglas Aircraft Com- 
research department. At present all his Bee cows ae fei oe pany, Inc., of Santa Monica, California. 
work is confined to work in the labora- “REA Sore WILSON, RUSHEN A., ’25, formerly 
tory on applications of products to tex- with the Gisholt Machine Company, is 

tile processes and research in the same Electrical: now located at the Allis Chalmers Manu- 
lave. ectricals facturing Company, where he is an as- 

WATSON, JAMES, °32, is connected AUSTIN, ERIC W., ’09, acts in a re- sistant engineer in the power plant 
with the Wisconsin Wire Works as an sponsible engineering capacity with the maintenance department. 
engineer. His address is 542 N. Meade New York Telephone Company. Pac 
Street, Appleton, Wisconsin. ILKER, ELMER C., °31, serves in the Civils 
WOODS, WALTER, °34, is engaged capacity of an electrical engineer with 

iii gales werviee. laboratory’ work ‘fon che the Chicago Transformer Company of FRAGANTE, VINCENTE, ’08, heads 
Formulator-Finishes Division of the E. I. Chicago. the Philippine Engineering Record, a 
Du Pont Company’s Chicago plant. LIVINGSTON, J. KING, E.E.’13 ‘echnical publication devoted to the ad- 

sre! holds the position of vice-president of vancement of engineering and allied < the American Express Company with a present ke a ee oe he P.S.C.E. 
. . offices at 65 Broad N e is also chief constructin: 

Miners and Metallurgists Lone ie Me ee ae engineer of the Bureau of Public Works, 
. f is connect , ._ 

BICKELHAUPT, W. V., ‘11, operates. with the Bausch and Lomb Company of JAKISCH, JOHN R., ’11, who is 
a contracting firm in Richmond, Vir- Rochester, New York, his position bein; working on the Pine View Dam in‘Og- 
ginia, under the name of W. V. Bickel. _with the scientific staff She Sapyen, Utah has besh advanced to 
haupt, Inc. Mr. Bickelhaupt is a mem- RU , ne OMINGOR ke nee . i : SCH, Hi . . gineer. 

ber of the first graduating class of the taealdent Cf the Homers’ Pump Com, JOHNSON, A. PAGE, '29, was ap- 
mining department, this department be- nanpauaathatarge Sees Mage, Ge Seer wt Kea a hag ing established at the university in 1911, office. Be oheneis: New York an, May last. LA CHAPPELE, MERLE P., ’27, has 
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the position of district manager for the PIVOVARNIK, JOHN L., 34, acts haustion. Alone and unable to speak 

Arinstrong Cork Company at Detroic: ia the’capacity of junior highway engi- English, he svade: his way ito* Wisconsin 
, neer with the Illinois Division of High- and found work in the shops of the 

LAURGAARD, OLAF, '03, for many ways and is located at Springfield, Il. Chicago and Northwestern Railway at 
years city engineer of Portland, Oregon, Janesville. The experience of working 

SAUNDERS, HENRY J., ’03, is with on a steel bridge stimulated him to get 
TVA at Knoxville as consultant on rail- a college education. He was graduated 

- road relocation in the reservoir areas. from the course in metallurgical engi- 

alii neering in 1880. 
. ‘ TRIER, ROBERT S., 25, is connected oe 
oe , with the Department of Interior-Indian For three years following his gradu- 
_ a Service for whom he acts as road super- ation he was instructor in chemistry at 

eee i visor. In this capacity he supérvises the the university. Then he won a prize of 

2 a 2 .) : building of roads and bridges. His ad- $2,500 for a paper on the chemistry of 

ea dress is Knight Hotel, Ashland, Wis- sugar and as a result became engaged in 
7 i consin. sugar manufacture in Texas. In 1889 
o oe he began to manufacture machinery and 

a ae WEBB, ROBERT B., ’25, has recently continued in that field for 11 years. In 
a en gone to work for the Charles Bruning 1900 he returned to Madison which has 

ner “ : been his home ever since. He financed 
i Soe: ag, ee and built the Kilbourn and Prairie du 
S a : 

. s es Sac power plants, organized the Norwe- 

oS ae Three Badgers on TVA sik American Lite ef which he wae db 
Lee ee Board rector and chairman of the advisory 

iL eee board, and served as director of the First 
National Bank. . . Three Wisconsin graduates were he abhi ices includ ber- and recently with the U. S. Reclamation 7 Ree 4 is public services include member “ recognized as authorities in the field his on the beatd. of uHiversitg vesents 

Bureau at Denver, has been appointed Se dati desea when they were Bp. of which he-was weeaid tbat 
i. : of whic. ie was resident an chairman 

general. office engineer for the TVA at pointed to a Board of Consulting En- of the executive board chairmanship of 
Knoxyille, He wall have charge of the gineers that met during the first week the executive commicee of the Capitol organization of the Authority’s engineer- in April to review and discuss plans Commission which was in charge of the 

ing offices, technical personnel, and for the construction and design of building of the present capitol, chair- budgetary control on engineering proj- twelve proposed dams for the Tennes- Mah oe es WHEGRHA eoutell ‘Bee aa. 

ects. see Valley Authority. Dr. John L. tional defense during the war and fed- 
LIDICKER, ROGER K., °33, is an in- Savage, °04 ds chiet desiening ensi- eral food administrator for Wisconsin. 

attuctor in civil ‘engineering ac Lewis meer Fer "the U.S. a Bmation Bu- After: the armistice, while: he was in Eu: 
Institute in Chicago. peau) De. Warten...) Mead, °06, ‘was rope as a member of the Hoover food 

formerly professor of geology at Wis- relief commission, he was awarded a 
McDONALD, WALTER E., 731, has consin and is now head of the depart- medal by the National Institute of Social 

been transferred to the Cleveland office ment of geology at M.I. Ts L. FB; Science for distinguished non-military - 
of the U. S. Army Engineers. Harza, ’06, is a consulting engineer service. 

and has been advisor for TVA on a 
_MeGRAW, VINCENT G, "20, is en- fiuwiber of ‘projects. He is president No bit sateen i do, sine cis 

gineer with the Public Service Commis- of the Harza Engineering Company int at the activities that filled his eighty- 
sion of Wess Viezinle on the aRREapal of Chicago. There are three other two years of life with action and service 

oO} power plants ani structures, ince members on the Board. 

graduation he has“epeneniitior hisitimie On April 13, a second board met to 
at structural design and erection. His a& : : 

iscuss and review hydraulic and flood 
work has covered apartments, floating Lf f th da eaui , and coal tipples emi cartes a ue pany au, 
auipment, " i. Di . Mead, formerly head o bo 
MILLER, PHILIP S., °33, who is the department of hydraulics and san- _ 

working for the Rosoff Subway and Tun- itary engineering at Wisconsin, is one a. 
nel Construction Company of New York of the four members on this board. nom 
City, has been making an investigation Re 
of the effect on various structures of the a 
vibrations caused by blasting. Company of Chicago, a firm that spe- fom 4 

MOEHLMAN, WILLIAM F., ’22, is cializes in inter-office communication and ee Ad) 
: : handles various engineering supplies. Rae a 

chief engineer for the Tennessee Metal Bruning is also a Wi 3 di \¢ ie 
Culvert Company at Knoxville, Tennes- 2 soa SCOnSIR, Graduate; ‘ YY oN) 
see. Sa< A \ p : 3 

MORITZ, ERNEST A., ’04, acts as q we. 

construction engineer for the Bureau of Magnus Swenson Dies | 
Reclamation at the Parker Dam in Cali- 8 

fornia. The death on March 30 of Magnus =~ 
NAGTEGAAL, GERRIT P., °33, is Swenson of Madison removed one of the oN ~d 

working for his father, who has the oldest graduates of the college and one _ 
contract for building the sewage dis- whose career was both colorful and use- é . S 
posal plant at West Bend, Wis. ful. He was one of that superior rank of Need 

hi di ith ERASE PAPE, VICTOR G., °35, is working incllicence and owed wi Snerey. ped = 
hi . ¢ building code intelligence and an ambition to use them 

Om) ENE PEEPSTBHOn, OF if. ne fully to the benefit of society. Macnus Swenson 
and zoning ordinance for Milwaukee A . 
Cc He was born on April 12, 1854, in 

OUnEy: Larvick, Norway. In 1868 he came to 

PELESKE, LEO W., ’30, was appoint- America on a sailing vessel that took and shed a reflected glory upon the col- 

ed city engineer for Superior in May 12 weeks in crossing and lost 22 out of lege that trained him. He was one of 
last. 60 passengers due to starvation and ex- Wisconsin’s greats. 
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oe e A people who never before had access to A 

Electricity Ss A them. Approximately 95 per cent of the V3 

families in urban communities now en- a7 
F I S * l joy these benefits. Bay e 
actor nh ocla The industrial growth of the nation ee 

has been brought about very largely be- ca 
And Economie cause of the cheap, abundant supply of 

electrical power. A generation or more ago our great in- 
dustries were built in proximity to the coal mines, since 

Advaneement coal was the principal source of power. Today, however, 

electricity has made it possible to secure cheap power at 

a great number of points far removed from the coal 
by JOSEPH B. RICE, JR., e°36 ee The eijsicelectele plants have been tied together 

with the steam plants, making a network of transmission 

lines to form a supply of power always ready for instan- 

taneous use. The small independent industry profited 

very greatly from this source of cheap power, for now it 

© has a much better chance to compete with the larger in- 

dustries. 

Electricity has also been a factor in reducing the con- 
ATIONAL progress is ordinarily measured by the centration of population in the congested areas of large 

N increase in population, wealth, production, and sim- cities. During the past generation, there has been a 
ilar statistical data. The growth in population and marked tendency toward rapid increase in urban popula- 

greater material resources are not the only factors that tion. In 1930 this tendency reached a peak when people 
affect human welfare. Other factors are also important. began to shift slowly from the city to the outlying districts. 
Of what, then, does true progress consist? It is an in- Relatively small factories were constructed outside the 
crease in both the material and spiritual welfare of the metropolitan areas to give employment to these workmen. 
great majority of people. The average man today is ad- Cheap electrical power has facilitated the establishment of 
vanced beyond the last generation because he obtains these factories. 

more necessities, comforts, and pleasures as the result of The working conditions are not the only conditions 
his day’s work, and he lives in accordance with higher which have been improved by electricity. It has also added 
ethical standards, than did his father. to the comfort and enjoyment of home life. The part of 

To achieve progress of this nature, the productivity of a a housewife is no longer one of drudgery. This cheap 
given amount of human effort must be increased, thereby power now does a great part of her work and gives her 
gaining more material things and more leisure to devote opportunity for recreation and culture. No longer is it 
to intellectual and moral advancement. History proves necessary for her to spend many hours in a hot kitchen. 
this fact, for during the 2,300 years from 500 B.C. to 1800 Instead, she simply prepares her meats, vegetables, and 
A.D. little real progress was made. However, since 1800 other edibles at any convenient time, places them in the 
A.D., true progress has been extremely rapid. This prog- oven of an electric range, sets a time-controlled switch, 
ress has been due mainly to the introduction of means for and then forgets all about cooking until it is time for the 
increasing the amount of power under the control of man, meal. 
thereby permitting him to increase his production without She also uses electricity for sweeping, washing dishes, 
a corresponding increase of his own labor. washing and ironing clothes, sewing and for other house- 

Today, as economists point out, the wages and stand- work. Thus she has been released from much of her for- 
ards of living in the United States are the highest in the mer toil. 

world largely because the workmen in this country use But abundant electricity does more than give the house- 
more power than those of other countries. The abundant wife leisure and comfort—it also helps her pocketbook. 
supply of cheap electricity is primarily responsible for this In producing food, the farmer pays a great deal for labor. 
greater use of power. Electricity is an ideal form of cheap 

The contributions of electricity to hu- power which can do a very large part of 
manity are spiritual as well as material : his work for a few cents a day. His [iam 
and they cannot all be measured in dol- <= radio gives him warning of storms, NASON 
lars. It has been one of the most influ- ~~ I frosts, and floods; and his family, bene- Lie G4 
ential factors in advancing the standards | | “fj sfiting even more from electric household << So 
of living and working. The great quan- ) = devices than does the city family, is less 
tities of electrical energy available at as likely to leave the farm. These things , 
low prices are bringing the luxuries, have gone a long way toward making 
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farming more profitable and more attractive, and toward somewhat the course of other developments, thereby in- 
producing cheaper food products. But the use of elec- suring a stable growth over a reasonable period of time. 

tricity on the farm has just begun. Farm products are not the only things that have been 

In 1932, it was estimated that one million farms in this made cheaper. Electricity has facilitated mass produc- 

country were electrified. Seventy per cent of the energy tion, making it possible to produce manufactured goods at 

used was supplied by electric utilities. Today the esti- a lower cost. The modern automatic, electrically-operated 

mated total number of customers in rural districts served machine enables a man to turn out many more articles in 

by utilities is two and one-half millions. While these fig- a given time than he could without such machinery. This 

ures are encouraging, it is apparent that our rural sections greater output of a product per workman per day means 

are lagging far behind the rest of the nation in electrical lower cost. This lower cost enables the lower classes not 

comforts and advantages. Almost one-third of the coun- only to buy the necessities of life but also the products 

try’s total population is without electric service, and most which will add more to their comforts and pleasures. 

of these people live on farms. At the 1929 industrial peak 42,931,000 horsepower were 

According to the U. S. Department of Agriculture Bul- used by American industry. Of the total, 82 per cent was 

letin No. 1348, the average cost to the farmer of the mis- electrical. Utilities served 22,775,664 electrical horse- 

cellaneous array of energy he uses from stationary power, and industry produced for itself 12,376,376 electri- 

gas-engines is about 19 cents per horsepower-hour. The cal horsepower. Power sold by the utilities under these 

bulletin further states that the central-station farm custo- conditions was 44,326,000,000 kilowatt-hours, at an aver- 

mer can buy a horsepower-hour in the form of electricity age wholesale rate of 1.4 cents per kilowatt-hour. 

from the average small utility for 15 cents and from the The immediate electrical power market in industry is 

larger utilities for 5 cents. found in the motorization of the remaining 18 per cent, 

There is a growing appreciation, by the farmers, of replacement of obsolete equipment and adding to the rap- 

these economies and advantages of electric service in farm idly expanding use of electric heat. For the total indus- 

work. The percentage of time and labor saved by electric trial market, based upon a 10 per cent expansion in two 

milking alone runs from 55 per cent to 95 per cent. Farm- years, electrical equipment and wiring sales would amount | 
ers are only awaiting an economic recovery which will to $199,600,000; the added energy use would be 4,755,- 

open up a market of almost $1,500,000,000 of addi- 000,000 kilowatt-hours; the added revenue would be $42,- 
tional electrical equipment, estimate d to require 895,000. 

energy of the order of 4,000,000,000 kilowatt-hours an- No matter how cheaply and abundantly goods can be 

nually. produced, they are useless unless they can be conveyed to 
However, a too-rapid development in rural electrifica- those who want them. People, also, must be transported 

tion would lead to economic conditions from place to place. At the present 

in which not only the farmer would suf- time there are 220,000 miles of rail- 

fer but many others as well. Thus far, tle roads and 31,500 miles of street rail- 

the policy in the United States has been Tg ways in this country. Only 5,200 miles La 

to expand rural service only when it was Ma): of these railroads are now electrified, eS 

estimated that the farm customer would “qi but traffic conditions already warrant 

use sufficient energy to justify the ex- ere electrification in many more localities. SS re 

pansion. If this policy is continued, the Le Diesel-electric locomotive units have ie 

expansion of rural service will follow fs had wide acceptance for switching and 
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yard service and for high-speed passenger traffic. The 44,529 over 1934. The energy use increased from 13,151,- 

trolley bus is coming to the front rapidly, and subway 000,000 kilowatt-hours in 1934 to 14,053,000,000 kilowatt- 

extensions are being made. The transportation market is hours in 1935. The revenue from these sales increased 

an electrical market that offers great possibility for stimu- from $511,682,000 to $536,600,000. The three major ac- 

lating capital-goods industries. An example of recent elec- tivities to cause an increase in this business were modern- 

trification is the $68,000,000 expenditures of the Pennsyl- izing lighting, commercial electric cooking, and air condi- 

vania Railroad. tioning. 

At present, transportation uses about 7,000,000,000 kilo- Industrial business increased steadily for the last few 

watt-hours a year and has an investment of about $6,000,- months of 1935. The total industrial customers num- 

000,000. A study of the possibilities of electrification in bered 364,842 at the end of 1935 and they used 41,184,- 
the immediate future, based upon a 10 per cent expansion 000,000 kilowatt-hours of energy as compared to 36,919,- 

in two years, shows a market of $1,000,260,000 for electri- 900,000 kilowatt-hours in 1934. The revenue from energy 

cal equipment and wiring; an added energy use of 6,500,- sales increased from $495,657,000 to $532,500,000. 

000,000 kilowatt-hours; and an added revenue of $49,500,- In 1935 the total expenses of the light and power indus- 

000,000 for energy. An expansion in the mileage of elec- try amounted to $1,400,000,000. Of this total, taxes 

trified railroads would involve very large supplemental amounted to $260,000,000. This was an increase of almost 

expenditures on bridges, terminals and right-of-ways that $14,000,000 over the year of 1934. In Wisconsin, alone, 

would involve thousands of man-hours of labor as well as $7,000,000 was paid in taxes during 1934. During this 

the production of heavy equipment in the capital-goods year the electric industry in Wisconsin generated 1,888,- 

industries. 000,000 kilowatt-hours, which brought $37,000,000 reve- 

During 1935 all the public utility plants generated 93,- nue. 

575,000,000 kilowatt-hours as against a corresponding During the depression every statistical item relating to 

total of 85,970,000,000 in 1934. This is an increase of the electric power industry receded—with one exception, 

almost 9 per cent. The 2,000,000,000 kilowatt-hour out- taxes. In 1935 the taxes paid by electric utilities were 

put per week during the latter part of 1935 points to a equal to four-fifths of the payments to employees. The 

much greater increase in energy use during 1936 and an taxes paid by private companies were 14.2 per cent of the 

appreciable increase in earnings. total revenue. 

For 1935 the energy sales totaled $1,923,500,000 as In 1902 the taxes of private companies absorbed 3.44 
against $1,837,046,000 in 1934. This is a gain of about cents of the dollar received from the customer. By 1917 
114 per cent. the portion had almost doubled and in 1932 nearly re- 

The utility customers increased 2.1 per cent in number doubled. Today one dollar in every seven the customer 

during 1935. At the end of the year the total number was _ pays for electric service is really a tax payment, with the 

25,341,203, while at the end of 1934 they numbered 24,- company acting as a tax collector. 

808,537. Of this total number now being served 21,204,- The average American family, by its conduct in retain- 

354 are domestic and rural, 3,772,007 commercial, and ing some commodities and dropping others, showed that 
364,842 wholesale or industrial. The largest gain was the value of electric service was very high, for, through- 

made in rural customers, the number increasing from 743,- out the period of depression, the consumption of electric- 
954 in 1934 to 793,977 in 1935, a gain of 12.6 per cent. ity for domestic use increased, while the consumption of 

Capital expenditures by public utilities amounted to other commodities dropped off. During this same four year 
$237,463,487 in 1935 and maintenance expenditures $92,- depression period, users of electricity had invested in elec- 

886,745. Budget estimates for expenditures in 1936 are trical appliances the tremendous sum of $2,173,000,000. 
$371,557,774 for capital and $100,947,105 for mainte- In the United States, electric service has come to be re- 
nance. The necessity to add capacity and strengthen garded as one of the category of the telephone, the groc- 
facilities to carry the largely increased loads and the large ery store, and the gasoline station. It is a retail business 
program for rural electrification makes this large con- dealing with 25,000,000 customers who must have service 
templated increase necessary. continuously and in unlimited amounts. The cost of this 

The domestic business for the electrical industry was service averages 10 cents a day to the home owner, which 
very good in 1935 and is expected to increase in 1936. At is only 2 per cent of the family budget. Electric power 
the end of 1935 there were 20,987,563 domestic customers, cost to the manufacturer is an item that averages about 
representing a gain of 503,331 customers during the year. 5 per cent of total manufacturing costs. The greater part 
These customers used 13,993,000,000 kilowatt-hours of of the power generated is power used by industry, whereas 
energy, as contrasted to 12,798,000,000 kilowatt-hours in the major portion of the revenues comes from domestic 

1934. In 1935 the revenue from these sales amounted to _ services. 
$709,200,000, while in 1934 the corresponding revenue was All these great advancements which have been brought 
$677,697,000. This shows that while the energy increased about in the last 50 years sound like a Jules Verne novel. 
near 10 per cent, the revenue increased less than 5 per Billion dollar industries have been developed; electric 

cent. lights have been invented; and the radio, most miracle- 

The number of commercial customers (or main street like of all, has been created. What will be developed in 
businesses) was 3,772,007 at the end of 1935, a gain of the next 50 years no human being knows. 
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wastes could be utilized or disposed of in such a manner 

as to prevent serious pollution of our lakes and streams. 
e Samples were collected and tests were made with the aid 

Stream Pollution of the technical personnels of the paper mills along the 
rivers, the paper mills being one of the major industries 

I Wi e concerned in the stream clean-up activities. Facts, made 
nh ISCOnSIN known by a study of pollution conditions along a number 

of the larger streams, have given a definite basis for the 

present clean-up activities. 

by LEO HERNING, ceh’38 During the past few years, through financial assistance 

extended by the federal government under various work 

relief programs, considerable impetus has been given to 
the work of the State Committee on Water Pollution. 

© Grants and loans extended to various municipalities made 

| it most advantageous to carry out necessary improvements 

HUNDRED years ago—in the days of our great along the water courses where previous conditions had 

A grandfathers—there was no such thing as stream shown that there was need for abatement of pollution. The 

pollution in Wisconsin. Many of our rivers that Rock River Clean-up Program started in 1931. It called 

now carry the industrial wastes and sewage of cities and for at least primary treatment for all the sewage from the 
factories along their banks then were lined with virgin 33 sewered cities located along the stream and its tribu- 
forests. Now rivers in which the Indians canoed, in which _taties above the state line at Beloit. It now is almost fin- 
they could see the fish life silhouetted against the sands ished. The only remaining plant that is not completed 
of the bottom, are dark and filthy. Fish float dead or under this schedule is one under construction at Jeffer- 

gasping for air on the surfaces. son. Beloit, while not yet provided with sewage treat- 

Wisconsin has 12,000 miles of navigable streams and riv- ment facilities, is conveying the sewage through intercep- 
ers, not to mention the countless thousands of miles of tors to the state boundary line. There tentative arrange- 
lake shore line and small streams. In 1933, Wisconsin’s ments have been made with South Beloit, Illinois, for the 
tourist trade supplied the fourth largest state income. In construction of a single plant to take care of the local 
the face of these facts, something had to be done to pro- problem. 
tect our natural resources. People will not come to see Similar progress has been made in the Illinois-Fox River 

fish die in polluted rivers. Nor will they come to swim drainage area. Completion of the treatment plant at Bur- 
and canoe on filthy streams. Wisconsin is a riparian state, lington in May, 1935, was the last step in securing at least 
and each individual has a right to clean water from the Primary treatment for all municipal sewage discharging 
stream past his property. But he has no right to defile it, into this stream. Completion of the modern sewage treat- 

so that it is not fit for use by his neighbor below him. ment works, now under construction at West Bend, and 

In compliance with the public demand for clean streams, the ultimate connection of the village of Barton to this 

the 1925 legislature made an appropriation of $10,000 an- system, will complete a similar program in the Milwaukee 

nually to inaugurate a comprehensive program for abate- River drainage area. The sewage interception and treat- 

ment of stream pollution. Under the initial act of the ment system being installed at Sheboygan and construc- 
legislature, the Conservation Commission and the State tion of an intercepting sewer to convey the sewage from 

Board of Health were jointly charged with the develop- Sheboygan Falls to the plant at Kohler, complete the 

ment of a suitable program. But it became evident from work of at least securing tank treatment for all sewage 

the initial activities that other departments were involved, being discharged into the Sheboygan River. 
and the best results could be accomplished by coordina- The Fox was another river which, surveys showed, was 
tion of effort through one administrative agency. Because polluted by sewage and industrial wastes to the point 
of this, the State Committee on Water Pollution was estab- where fish life was destroyed and the public health en- 
lished by an act of the 1927 legislature, the Bureau of dangered. Experience elsewhere had shown that, where 
Sanitary Engineering of the State Board of Health being cities are grouped together, as they are from Neenah to 
made the administrative agency. General policies and pro- Kaukauna, the establishment of a single sewer district was 
cedures subsequent to 1927 have been established by this most efficient. Legislation was enacted in 1927 to permit 
committee. the establishment of metropolitan sewerage districts. Nu- 

The first step taken was to ascertain facts concerning the merous meetings were held with individual municipalities | 
degree of pollution of some of our major streams and to concerned and with the Fox River Valley of Wisconsin 
find ways and means for abatement of such pollution. At- Municipalities Association. In keeping with the procedure 
tention has been given to both municipal sewage and in- recommended, the association retained a firm of consult- 
dustrial wastes. While effective treatment processes were ing engineers—Pearse, Greely, and Hansen—to make an | 
available for domestic sewage and some trade wastes, it engineering survey and to report upon the sewage intercep- 
has been necessary for the Bureau of Sanitary Engineer- tion and treatment problem. This report, under the title 
ing to conduct scientific studies to find out how some “Joint Report on Sewage Disposal, Lower Fox River— 
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Neenah to Kaukauna, Wisconsin,” was submitted in Janu- clean up the Fox River. They have the aid of 45 per cent 

ary, 1932. It recommended formation of a metropolitan grants under the PWA program of the federal govern- 

district and advocated installation of three unit intercep- ment. It is believed that all possible assistance has been 

tion and treatment systems for the Neenah-Kaukauna extended so that treatment activities will be carried to 

area. completion without any unnecessary delay. 

No immediate action was taken to establish a metropoli- The industries involved have tried to reduce their 

tan sewerage district in the Neenah-Kaukauna area, but a wastes to a minimum. In some situations this has been 

district was created to take care of the Green Bay prob- accomplished to the economical advantage of the indus- 

lem. The initial program undertaken at Green Bay was try. In other cases it is necessary to dispose of the wastes 

a stopping of pollution of the East River, a tributary en- from the plants by the most effective and practical method 

tering the Fox River in Green Bay. It received about 45 available. The primary objectives to be accomplished in 

per cent of the sewage dumped into the stream at Green the utilization of wastes and treatment of the sewage are 

Bay. The intercepting sewers and sewage treatment facili- (1) to remove solids responsible for odorous sludge de- 

ties for this initial project have been completed. The dis- posits and other offensive conditions, (2) to prevent seri- 

trict is now proceeding with a PWA grant and loan to ous depletion of the oxygen content of the stream, and 

complete the program for intercepting all of the sewage (3) to destroy disease germs or bacteria endangering water 

being discharged directly into the Fox River at Green supplies, bathing or recreational areas, and. otherwise af- 

Bay. fecting the public health. 

While some effort was made to establish a metropolitan Developments in the field of sanitary engineering dur- 

sewerage district in the Neenah-Kaukauna area, it was ing recent years have provided a number of satisfactory 

finally decided by the municipalities concerned that they methods or processes and equipment for accomplishing 

would rather proceed independently. In the case of Nee- these objectives. The modern chemical treatment systems 

nah-Menasha, it became apparent that the most economi- proposed for the cities in the Neenah-Kaukauna area are 

cal procedure would be for the cities to cooperate in flexible in operation and are considered to be best suited 

building a single plant to take care of their problems. to meet local sewage disposal requirements for a consider- 

Suitable legislation to accomplish this purpose was enacted able period in the future. It is thought that, when the 

by the 1935 legislature. contemplated improvements are carried out, the Fox River 

Neenah, Menasha, Appleton, Little Chute, and Kau- will be restored to a reasonably clean condition. Then 

kauna are now proceeding with necessary improvements to the public interests involved will be properly safeguarded. 

3 erg? PRINTING SERVICE 

No matter how large or small your printing job may be, you will find 

we are prepared to give the best in quality and service at all times. | 

Come in and let us give you an estimate on your next printing | 

requirements. You will be surprised how reasonable the price is 
for real quality work. 

~On the Campus. 
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“STATIC” 
by ENGIN EARS 

® The following is an actual reply received from a stu- shows us that a black shirt on the chest is worth two pow- 

dent on the ChE. final at Michigan: dered coal units in the bush. 

Q. At present a boiler plant is burning coal in stoker And you still want to sell us powdered coal units? 

fired units. The coal costs $4 per ton, etc., etc. A sales- Young man, we have figured and connived, calculated and 
man of powdered coal equipment guarantees complete integrated, we have been down to the very depths of hell 
combustion of this coal with 25 per cent excess air... with your damned coal units. Do they burn powdered 
Would you accept the salesman’s proposition? coal down there? Do they? No! You know and I know it. 

. They don’t and they never will because the system they 
A. No, and that salesman would receive a pretty good is deine powerfully well, Sowerfully well, my. son 

speech!— Behold the glory that was Greece. Demosthe- al ‘ h i P nae d. p me ke 7 : 

nes and Euripides; Socrates and the hemlock. Alack! ‘t Win Esse Parting Wores, my ‘som, Pls Up Your 
powdered coal unit and be off, and may God rest you 

Gaze at the splendor of the Parthenon, the temple of 1 —The Michi Techni 
: ; merry gentlemen. e Michigan Technic. 

Athena. Did they have powdered coal units? No!! All o> ae 

Greece cried out against powdered coal units. Now look Tired of the pseudo-witticism of Octy and the swooning pucrility 
to Rome and the splendors of the Caesars. What splen- of the Cardinal poets, we Let Ourself Go and come out so: 

dor, ah, what splendor—wine, women, and song. But no THE ENGINEER BIRD 

powdered coal units!! Look even to Nero, who fiddled I would I were a chickadee; 

while Rome burned. Was Rome burning powdered coal? No Mechanics, no E.E. 

Hell, no! If Rome had been burning powdered coal, can I'd flit about and preen and gab, 

you imagine at what rate it would have been burning? And laugh at guys in Hydro Lab.; 

Nero wouldn’t have had time to fiddle! He wouldn’t have I'd sneer a bit, as chickadees do, 

wanted to fiddle! Indeed, a damning piece of evidence At Civils and the Mining crew; 

right there. As Rome burns, so burns the nation. And so T’d never toil on Steam and Gas, 

Rome passes and we forget the Italians until Mussolini Nor do my Calc. on way to class; 

Instead I’'d perch above the Law Shop door, 

— Terrorize the shysters, get them sore; 

| With fiendish glee I’d make ’em flee, 

. . 4 . They’d dare not even look up at me— 
Wisco nsin Engraving (the last two lines were far the best 

but the editor censored them, the pest.) 
oO =Company = _ vo ee 

THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE 

on 

| Home Remedies for Spring Fever 

| A @ Spring, beautiful Spring, is here again. (Ed. Note: 

| this is being written during a snow storm.) Eric Miller has 

his East window open again, the chalk-throwers of North 

ARTISTS hall are limbering up cramped muscles, and the Civils 

have set up their guns on the terrace, pretending to sight 

se eand... industriously but stopping now and 
| ie then to target on the blonde in green | 
| ENGRAVERS coming up State or some babe leaning er 

against the base of Lincoln’s (sitting) = 

A statue. Even the M.E. building seems | 4? 
closer these mornings, while shysters VY 

| and other reptiles crawl out of their ib 

| holes and look for big, flat rocks on \ 

which to bask in the warmth of the / 

109 South Carroll Street sun. This is the season when chilblains 

Telephone Fairchild 886 (whatever they are) give way to spring fever. This viru- 

| lent disease is one of the many things that this university 

is a hot-bed of. Since all Frosh get it sooner or later, let 

| MADISON A WISCONSIN us describe the symptoms. 

| < se It comes on at the first sign of warm weather, often just 
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betore a “one-thirty.” It is accompanied by pallor, dull- @ We saw in an Eastern engineering magazine the other 

ness of eye, inflammation of the imagination, and acute day a quote from, of all things, our “Octy.” Of course, 

hardening of the conscience. The pulse becomes slow and the undernourished intellects which guide Old Eight-Legs 

in some extreme cases (noted among the Ch.E.’s), the vic- aren’t above lifting ideas from us good rags, but even 

tim falls into a state closely resembling slumber. Though engineering magazines should draw the line somewhere. 

a violently contagious disease, the Department of Student As everyone knows, the octopus is a creature not overly 

Health is quite unreasonable about issuing excuses for it. endowed with brain, but mostly appetite (and not too 

There is no anti-toxin known which can produce lasting squeamish in that way, either), a sticky chap who sulks on 

immunity to it; each attack must be dealt with as it arises. the ocean floor and is of no particular value to anyone, 

However, there are many simple home remedies, varying though he has, no doubt, a most excellent opinion of him- 

in effectiveness, now in use on the campus. self. 

The faculty, approached on the subject, confided that rye 

it put its faith in longer assignments, drier lectures, and @ The March issue cow is back, with a musical note this 

more frequent quizzes, though one member held out for time. It seems friend cow swallowed a bottle of ink and 

sulphur and molasses. Many campus celebrities recom- + °° “Mood Indigo.” (We think that’s pretty lousy, too.) 

mend three beers and an aspirin, though the aspirin need ype 

be used only in extreme cases. For lawyers a good tonic, *—_AND SUDDEN DEATH” 

preferably a Mickey Finn, is suggested. Personally, we ® More people killed! More blood in the gutters! It 

have always found that the sight of an unfinished E.E. was stupendous, colossal! Through snow, sleet, and hen- 

report is an instantaneous if disagreeable cure. We always fruit into the Valley of Death rode the loyal sons of St. 

keep a stack of same on hand for just that reason, and Pat, into the valley and out again, a little the worse for 

have noticed that many others do the same. The majority wear but still victorious, all-conquering, masters of not 

opinion was, however, that the disease is not fully under only the wily shyster and his barbarous allies but even 

control until the victim can spend an afternoon amongst Ol’ Man Winter himself. 

the birds and the bees, letting Nature do the healing. Two hundred and fifty strong, the fighting Engineers 

Exercise of any kind is considered dangerous, especially move off— the band, St. Pat. (Koller’s the name on his 

that involved in writing quizzes. Always remember that quiz papers), and royal carriage, knights on plugs, floats, 

if the affliction is left unchecked, serious complications more floats, the “hearse,” the “Varsity Shell,” “Coaches? 

may set in, even to the extent of making it necessary for Graveyard,” “Fallon’s Cocktail Hour,” “Chaste’n Chad- 

the victim to leave school for a semester for his health. 

@ As they say in the L. and S. school: Electricity is some . 

stuff that flows in pipes called wires. Spring Fever 

THE ENGINEER’S WHISKEY TEST 

®@ Connect 20,000 volts across a pint. If the current ( ' 

jumps it, the whiskey is poor. ure 

If the current causes a precipitation of lye, tin, arsenic, 

iron slag, and alum, the whiskey is fair. 

If the liquor chases the current back to the generator, ® Read one of the more than 

you’ve got good whiskey.—Pelican. 1800 good books in Brown’s 

® Art Gervais, soph E.E., soaked up some potent stuff Rental Library. 

the other night (in case of snake bite, of course), but they ® Lots of mystery, adventure, | 

were steel springs, not pink elephants, he saw all night. and western stories to choose | 

The phenomena bothered him no end till came the dawn f 

and he found that he was stretched out under rather than rom. 

on the bed. Original, these BES ® Rate only 36 per day; 10c 

® Eager Frosh: What makes a locomotive run? minimum. 

Clever M.E.: Say, if you had hot coals in your pants, 

you’d run, too! l 

@ John (Romance on a Higher Plane) Van Vleet’s Hell- B R O W N S 

on-wheels hasn’t been seen in action lately. It is rumored 

that the Ford people felt it better business to take it out of 

circulation for good. His place is now filled by Burroughs, B O O K S H O P 
: . : STATE AT LAKE STREET 

MLE. 3, the cab company’s friend, with his muffler-less 

whatzit. 
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lime 22? = 22a <2 | @ Our illustrious editor received a letter (in French) last 
— ee eT < ~—=—.__} week from a Paris technical journal suggesting a mutual 
ee <> — —r— exchange. The staff has now instructed the business man- 

= 2 ye Pet SSeS S| ager to cable a similar proposition to the editors of “La 
| a Hs : eee ia cS es cL 8 = ao Vie Parisienne.” 
—— Ga. MAJOR BOOZE AMATEURS | Mm oy eR 
i 9 cChasicn Chadborn Co. | ® Professor Wahlin, the human conversion factor, illus- 
— _ oe “S EVERY Bac Dare” ® _ trates the conversion of heat to mechanical energy to his 

- oe “ / silly sophs by reference to the consequences of his own 
_ appetite—transformation of “calories” to “jowls.” In — — >» «e 

@ The Chemicals chalked up a new record when Phil 
bourne,” the “Dane County Truck,” and, fighting a mag- Winter, Boston strong boy, called eight consecutive dolls 
a peat ees the nde “Bell rower” at its for a Tripp hall dance date, the answer being no soap 
cacly hre hose. Up Langdon they go, hampered by a each time. Does the name “Winter” put the chill on, or 

snow-ball barrage laid down by seemingly half the town, is it that Back Bay accent? He finally went blind, proving including the Veterans of Future Wars and the American at least that the Chemicals are perservering. 
Peace Alliance. Near the square, they meet the first eggs. 
Skirmishers deploy. The parade moves on, leaving shy- mews 
sters, hors de combat, in its wake. Sinister figures appear I J. Reiley Best, m’39, 
on State Street roof-tops; the hostile barnyard brigades the track star who took 

Hay) ~ begin their Rain of Terror. The parade slows judiciously < @ ‘ two firsts in the recent 
while G-man Toellner and his flying squads of extermina- ‘ \ = ihe hy : . : : . . mak meet with the varsity, tion experts go into action. Doors, windows, and excited 2 . . : ip di) - lives on Speed Avenue, owners give way before the avengers. The condensation G2 : a : 
of aged chicks from the atmosphere lets up, ceases, then a QZ Dy ( in Louisville. What's in 
begins from other vantage points. Crates of hen-fruit, pemmmerornt i herscernNemeceane the name? 
smuggled in to the paraders, under the noses of their og 
olice escort, are opened and the defensive artillery opens 

P : i H : 5 at, @ Have you ever heard about the time that Prof. L. C. up with telling effect. The hose units point their streams : . a a : « Larson, while demonstrating artificial respiration, told his skyward with no effect except to send the crowds of watch- - : . . . ; ‘ . victim to cease breathing while he worked on him, then ers scurrying for shelter. So, matching egg for egg, be- fni , lked on 
splattered but defiant, the Engineers move across the nished the demonstration and walked away wit ou ; : A granting him permission to begin breathing again. Re- lower campus, set up their precious Blarney Stone, and eo : . 5 . . ‘ : * membering it some time later, he ran back in some anxiety, conclude their reverent ceremonies with only minor inter- Swans ’ isis 5 : : only to find that our hero had resumed respiration on his ruptions, these being quelled via the water cure. oo f = : se ahs 
Thereupon Saint Patrick concludes his annual visit and °W" TRICLAEIV €; all of which goes to discredit the rumor 

his loyal sons return home to clean clothes, slip-sticks, that electricals are dumb. 
and Monday’s assignments, while the emerald flag floats a> «e 

hn es the highest peak “ the cdhyatee for Almost two weeks have passed since the engineers 
noid, a symbol to the town and to all the world that St. planted their Green Flag over the shyster shack—and it Dat. sii esi te Pai : 
Pat suill presides over this fair campus, by might and by still floats easily and gloriously there. Boy, what a com- 
right! plete victory! But then, an Engineer’s Green is a lot bet- 

. me ter than a Chapple Red! ® Yeah verily, there hath been a griping and a wailing 
of readers over the aridness of this column. Ye are here- oe — — — 7 — 
by reminded of the contribution box in the lower hall of | 
this Engineering citadel, a box which doth seem to gather We are prepared to type that thesis or | 
naught but dust. Methinks it would improve ye page and | towith is exera width vabulaced chars | ort its extra w c 3 gladden the heavy heart of ye dear olde editor to find it Report wi se 
oft filled full with campus dirt of another variety. . . ee | Thesis Work a Specialty | 

| @ When Pat Hyland’s Machine Design class walked in | OPEN ‘THRU SPRING VACATION | 
the other day, they were greeted by the blackboard notice: | | 
“Hyland’s class will meet in 301.” Since Mechanicals are | | 
pretty gullible, the boys proceeded to 301. In case one is | ( ll I ( 
not familiar with the M. E. building, 301 is the little room | O ege Y ping O. | . s i ae . | Across the Campus from the Library with the glazed window, bearing the word “Men” in plain | OPEN EVENINGS BADGER 3747 | 
black letters. ——— —— — — — | 
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M™ than a century has passed — yom cases, landing wheels and many other 

since magnesium was first recog: ¢ fa, - parts, large and small, are made of Dow- 

nized as an oxide of metal and later pro- | fe, eo metal. The recent stratosphere explora- 

duced as a metal. ee | i tions were made in Dowmetal gondolas. 
oo we ao 

{t is also a matter of record that out of > — oo Beginning there, the list broadens from 

Germany came the first large scale pro- ae a machinery to household appliances — 

duction of magnesium alloys—a devel- A group of typical Dowmetal from truck bodies to camera parts, port- 

opment of the World War. castings able power tools, typewriters and a host 

But, should the history of this lightest ‘ of-cthet applications: 

of all structural alloys be written, The Dow Chemical In addition to producing a range of alloys, Dow offers 

Company of Midland, Michigan, would occupy a a complete pre-fabrication service covering castings, 

singular and honored place. forgings, sheets, plates and extruded shapes. In addi- 

For, aside from being the sole producer of magnesium tion, an engineering and technical staff is available 

alloys in this country, it is to the everlasting credit of to. cogperate with users in the practical and efficient 

Dow chemists and technicians that this valuable metal application of Dowmetal to their products or 

is now produced at a price making it available to all | Cduipment- 

industry. The commercia! development of Dowmetal symbolizes | 

Today, under the trade name of Dowmetal, Dow and parallels the successful 45-year history of The Dow 

magnesium alloys are bringing the great benefits of Chemical Company. 

lightness combined with toughness and strength to Manufacturing 250 separate and distinct products, The 

countless products. Dow Chemical Company has risen to a respected 

Being a full third lighter than aluminum and only a leadership through constructive and original research 

quarter the weight of steel, it is obvious that the air’ and the fundamental objective of applying chemistry 

craft industry became its first big user. Engine crank- as a means of making valuable materials cost less. 

a 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

Branch Sales Offices 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City; Second and Madison Streets, St. Louis 
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G-E Campus News 
- worthless picture. More recently a New Orleans 

\\| | hs \ hb Ya | painter and art expert has used the x-ray to discover 
\\) IW YUNA \ Y \\ | Uy. a genuine da Vinci signature beneath layers of 

SS ie a a aN ~<e paint applied by a later and less-capable artist. A 
ge —~ sister painting to the newly found da Vinci recently 

_~_ a sold for a quarter of a million dollars. 
ee —_—- —_— 
— The x-ray does more than discover lost Old Masters; 

MORE BRIGHT SPOTS ON THE GLOBE it tells how the great artists of the past worked. A 
series of radiographs can disclose the full story of 

Te mellow, golden-orange glow of sodium their brushwork from the first rough sketch to 1 - 
lighting is springing up all across the continent. _ last correction and afterthought. The art student of 

The latest installation, the largest in the United today, by an intelligent use of the x-ray, is in a 
States, is located in the state of Washington. position to take lessons from the geniuses of the 
Here sixty-six 10,000-lumen General Electric units past. 
line almost three miles of the four-lane Pacific high- 
way between Tacoma and Fort Lewis. 

Less than three years ago the sodium lamp made its | YR / SS 
first American appearance on a highway near | Esl Y 
Schenectady. Today the largest installation is on fo | eX 4 if 
the Pacific coast, and the second-largest is at Lynn, oN Ail 
Mass., on the Atlantic. In between, highways, A Mi ~ ~ 
bridges, traffic circles, and underpasses are being FA | | 
lighted for safety with these new luminaires, and Ee 
G-E sodium lighting units have been installed in 
Canada, I lawaii, India, Spain, South Africa, Dutch NO CLICK! 
East Indies, and Brazil. 

TH life of the party, coming home with the 
milkman, need no longer fear the betraying 

BE PS SRE: 7 click of the light switch if his house wiring includes 
GE. Si Xe 4 IW 7 the latest electric switch developed in the G-E 

—— & EA 7 Research Laboratory. 
Cy EAN VE — 

Us (32 i Dp. | Two shallow chrome-steel cups, sealed together with 
iri ts WA a strip of glass, form the two contacts. A ceramic 2 sc oA) ZA disk with a hole in it, and a few drops of mercury, 
> partly fill the enclosure between the cups. The 

. device is filled with hydrogen and sealed by welding. 
X-RAY FOR ART’S SAKE In the “off” position, the hole in the disk is above the 

| there a portrait of Great Uncle Ezra gathering mercury level. A rotation of twenty degrees to the dust in the attic? It may pay to x-ray Uncle “‘on”’ position permits the mercury to flow through 
before handing him over to the junkman, for behind _ the hole and make the electric connection. . Kzra’s imposing whiskers may be hiding the sister of The time-honored click of the switch is abolished. : the Mona Lisa. é In the laboratory in Schenectady, one of these Not long ago, a portable G-E X-Ray Corporation mercury switches has turned a 200-watt lamp on 
unit disclosed a valuable canvas by the seventeenth- and off some 65 million times in the last two years, century artist, Goya, concealed under an apparently and there are no signs of wearing out or failure. 
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